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Skyscapes is a revolutionary company that is dedicated to transforming the average urban 

outdoor space into an extraordinary oasis. Skyscapes offers a wide variety of unique, 

convenient outdoor flooring solutions of the highest quality, adding comfort, beauty and luxury 

to your balconies, patios and terraces. We use only the highest quality plastic tiles- 

Why Choose Skyscapes 
for Plastic Tiles?

• Perfect for balconies, garages, or 

even a moist basement

• Base allows for proper drainage

• Floating floor, no screw, glues or 

fasteners required to attach it to the 

floor below

• Easy cleanup, can be vaccuumed and 

even power washed

• Plastic tiles protect the floor beneath 

• We offer a 10 year warranty on all 

Bergo tiles
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PLASTIC TILES BY BERGO

Are you looking for an 
elegant and verastile floor 
tile that can be laid almost 
anywhere?

A floor that can be installed where other 

types of flooring fail - on cold, damp and 

uneven surfaces?

A floor that doesn’t require heavy 

preparation? No more glues, screws or nails.

BERGO PLASTIC TILES make it possible to 

create a truly unique flooring experience. 

For example in shops, balconies, garages, 

basesments- virtually anywhere you can 

“top” the interior with a a durable and 

elegant plastic floor design.

Our click-together plastic tiles are perfect 

for balcony, garage, or even a moist 

basement. These tiles are extremely 

versatile as well as low maintenance; they 

can be easily vacuumed and washed as 

needed. Although incredibly durable, our 

plastic tiles are our most lightweight tile, 

making adding or removing tiles a breeze. 

Skyscapes economical Bergo tiles are 

an elegant and durable solution for your 

flooring needs.

On all Bergo Plastic Tiles

Tough enough to drive on, but soft 
enough to walk on! 
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BERGO ECO UNIQUE

The strongest floor tile within 

the System 2-floors.

It has a straight-line, open pattern with a 

distinctive character, providing an attractive 

environment. ECO Unique offers the same 

properties and functions as our “ordinary” 

Unique tile, the only difference being that this 

flooring is manufactured from 100% recycled 

material. 

Its multifunctional properties can solve your 

flooring problems indoors and out; ideal for 

everything from splintery terrace decking to 

damp and/or mould-affected storeroom and 

cellar floors. This is a perfect product for 

any outdoor level, self draining surface, it’s 

comfortable to walk on, even in bare feet in 

the hottest of countries. This very high quality 

Swedish product, is perfect for transforming 

patios, balconies, and outdoor floors 

everywhere.

Its easy to interlocking design allows for quick 

installation, and for water and dirt to pass by 

without pooling.

PLASTIC TILE 
PRODUCTS

CHARCOAL

BEIGE


